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Abstract

In many service markets, the seller of the service is also the expert who diagnoses how

much service is needed. This dual relationship provides incentives for experts to supply a

level of service that is not optimal for customers. Theoretical and empirical findings in the

reputation literature, however, offer hope that an expert’s pursuit of a good reputation limits

these problems. In this study, I investigate the nature of agency problems in auto repair by

examining data on 123 undercover garages visits provided by a Canadian consumer-advocacy

organization, and 40 undercover garage visits I collected during a field experiment. Collecting

data with an experiment allowed me to randomly assign mechanics to high and low-reputation

treatments, which identifies the effects of reputation in a way that observational data would

not have permitted. I find that completely unnecessary repairs accounted for 52% of all

repair costs, and that urgent problems were neglected in 77% of visits. I also show that

mechanics invest in reputation by charging less for diagnoses, but I find no evidence that a

mechanic’s pursuit of a good reputation improves service quality or limits inefficiencies. I

argue that customers’ inabilities to evaluate service quality and price, except in clear cases

like upfront diagnoses charges, explains this result.
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1 Introduction

In many service markets, the seller of the service is also the expert who diagnoses how much

service is needed. This dual relationship provides incentives for experts to recommend a level

of service that is not optimal for customers. In auto repair, these agency problems may lead

mechanics to conduct repairs that are premature or that address phantom problems that fail

to improve vehicle condition at all.1 Agency problems may also lead mechanics to bill for parts

and labor they failed to provide, or to neglect defects that require attention.

These outcomes are a concern for two reasons. First, to the extent that the burdens of their

costs fall disproportionately on more vulnerable individuals - for example, the elderly or the

poor - distributional issues are present. Second, repairs that fail to improve vehicle condition, as

well as the neglect of repairs that leads to more serious problems, represent serious inefficiencies

that create large deadweight losses.

Despite these concerns, empirical evidence on the existence and magnitude of agency prob-

lems in expert services remains limited. While anecdotal evidence on agency problems in auto

repair is abundant, the empirical literature in expert services is limited to health care.2 Even

there, methodological challenges have prevented clear conclusions from emerging (Gaynor and

Vogt (2000) and McGuire (2000)).3

A number of studies have suggested that an expert’s concern for his or her reputation may

limit these agency problems. In the theoretical reputation literature beginning with Kreps

and Wilson (1982) and Milgrom and Roberts (1982), these long-run players can be “commit-
1These types of overtreatments are often called induced-demand to signify that an expert knowingly influences

the customer’s demand in a way that is inconsistent with the customer’s best interest.
2For example, in 1992, the California Department of Consumer Affairs found that Sears automotive stores

overstated charges by $233 on average, and in 2002, New Jersey found that over half of Sears routinely charged

for four-wheel alignment on cars that could only have two wheels aligned (“Systematic Looting: In an undercover

sting, Sears’ auto repair service gets nailed,” Time, June 22, 1992; “New Jersey Accuses Sears of Auto Repair

Fraud,” ConsumerAffairs.com, October 11, 2002 (September 20, 2005)). A 1999 California State Senate Investi-

gation concluded that 39% of autobody work in the state involved fraud (“Fraud on Wheels,” California State

Senate Insurance Committee report, 1999).
3Agency problems in health care have been a recurrent concern for policymakers. For example, when actuaries

overhauled the Medicare payment system in the mid-1990, they assumed that for every one percent reduction in

fees, physicians would increase volume by one-half of a percent through inducement. These concerns have also

prompted federal statutes that prevent physicians from owning pharmacies and other referral destinations.
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ment” types who may, for example, always act as good agents even when facing incentives for

opportunistic behavior. Long-run players may also be “strategic” types who maximize an in-

tertemporal profit function that includes cheating the customer when it is profitable to do so.

Since customers typically cannot assess the quality of service provided, and hence are unable

to evaluate experts’ types directly, they infer that experts are good commitment types when

experts charge lower prices and recommend less treatment. Strategic types will balance the

costs of sending these good signals with the benefits of pooling with good types. These bene-

fits include higher repair consent rates and more repeat visits and referrals. These predictions

imply that a seller’s pursuit of a good reputation may limit overtreatment and perhaps agency

problems more widely.

Related models of reputation in the auto repair market in Wolinsky (1993), Ely and Valimaki

(2003), and Ely, Fudenberg, and Levine (2004) also predict that a mechanic’s concern for his

or her reputation leads mechanics to recommend fewer repairs and charge lower prices.4 The

empirical results in Hubbard (1998) suggest that reputation may, in fact, reduce overtreatment.

Hubbard finds that mechanics are quick to pass vehicles on emissions inspections even though

they would receive short-run profits from failing and then repairing them. He asserts that

mechanics pursue this strategy in order to acquire good reputations. Jin and Leslie (2005) and

List (2005) also provide empirical evidence that sellers’ concerns for their reputations can limit

problems that arise from information asymmetries.

The present study has two objectives. The first is to characterize the nature of agency prob-

lems in auto repair. The second is to test whether an expert’s pursuit of a good reputation limits

these problems. I pursue these objectives by examining data on 123 undercover garage visits

that were provided by the Canadian consumer advocacy organization, Automobile Protection

Association (APA), and 40 undercover garage visits I collected during a field experiment.

During the field experiment, I submitted a test vehicle with a prearranged set of simple-

to-diagnose defects to garages for repair recommendations. These defects were chosen for their

simplicity in order to test for intentional overtreatment and neglect instead of competency. A

field experiment also provided the unique opportunity to randomly assign mechanics to high

and low-reputation treatments. This exogenous variation in the importance of reputation allows
4The notion of reputation in Klein and Leffler (1981) can also imply that reputation leads experts to act as

better agents. Hubbard (2002), however, provides evidence that the Kreps and Wilson-Milgrom and Roberts

framework for reputation describes mechanic behavior more accurately.
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me to cleanly identify the effects of reputation in a way that observational data would not

have permitted. During the high-reputation treatments, I presented myself as the possibility of

repeat business by purporting to be moving in nearby. During the low-reputation treatments,

I presented myself as one-time business by appearing to be moving away. During each visit,

I asked the mechanic to thoroughly inspect the vehicle, diagnose its condition, make repair

recommendations, and provide estimates for the costs of these repairs. I then examine the

defect discovery rates, repair recommendations, and inspection and repair costs for evidence

of agency problems. I also test whether mechanics that received high-reputation treatments

discovered more defects, charged less for inspections, and recommended fewer and less costly

repairs.

I find that completely unnecessary repairs - repairs that failed to improve vehicle condition

at all - occurred in 32% of visits and represented 52% of all charges. Much of these charges

represent a deadweight loss since a simple transfer of this amount in lieu of these repairs would be

a pareto improvement. I also find that substantial underdiagnosis occurred in 77% of visits, and

that defects that were serious enough to jeopardize the life of the vehicle were often overlooked.

Together, these agency problems caused the quality of service that was provided during most

garage visits to be unsatisfactory.

When I presented myself as possible repeat business, the average upfront inspection cost was

$37.70. When I appeared as one-time business, this cost was $59.75. The difference between

these amounts is equal to almost a full standard deviation in inspection costs. I find, however,

that only a small subset of garages - independent shops that display signs advertising that they

employ better-trained mechanics (ASE-certified) - recommended fewer repairs and provided less-

costly repair estimates when reputation was important. For garages that are part of a chain

or franchise, and for the majority of independent garages, I find no evidence that reputation

reduces repairs or repair costs. While these results are consistent with Hubbard’s (1998, 2002)

conclusion that mechanics send signals in attempts to acquire good reputations, they provide a

broader picture that shows that reputation fails to limit inefficiencies in a meaningful way: Even

in settings in which garage owners benefit from a reputation for good service - settings in which

repeat visits and referrals are possible - adequate service is rare and large inefficiencies result.

The outcomes of my and APA’s visits are similar, despite occurring in different countries,

with different researchers, vehicles, garages types, and defects. This suggests that these rates
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of overtreatment and neglect are representative of the industry more generally, an outcome

that implies that a substantial fraction of all repairs in the $38 billion United States market

constitutes a deadweight loss.

It is important to point out that auto repair exhibits a particular brand of information asym-

metry in which the information gap persists after the transaction has occurred. Since mechanics

usually address the vehicles’ most visible defects regardless of whether they were overtreated, or

whether less visible defects were neglected, buyers are limited in their abilities to evaluate the

quality of service. This prevents buyers from effectively employing reputational factors, such as

repeat visits and referrals, to reward good service. Other markets with information asymme-

tries are different. In the used car market, for example, buyers learn about the qualities of their

purchases fairly quickly. Correspondingly, Schneider (2005) and others provide evidence that

inefficiencies are minimal in this market. This difference in outcomes between the auto repair

and used car markets suggests that buyers must be able to learn about the qualities of their

purchases, even if after the transaction, for reputational factors to limit agency problems.

These results also indicate that agency problems may be common in other markets with

persistent forms of information asymmetry. In many expert services, such as appliance and

bicycle repair, plumbing, and electrical work, customers are often unable to evaluate the quality

of the service they receive. White collar services, such as doctor and dentist services, sometimes

share this feature as well. As Hubbard (1998) notes, the readiness of customers to trust white

collar professionals may even exacerbate problems in these markets.

In the next section, I review the literatures on agency problems in expert services and

reputation. In section 3, I provide a description of the auto repair industry. Section 4 contains

a discussion of the strategy I use for identifying reputation effects. In section 5 and 6, I describe

APA’s undercover garages visits, and then provide an analysis of these data. Section 7 provides

motivation for the field experiment I conducted. In section 8, I describe the experimental design.

Section 9 presents results from the experiment. Section 10 contains robustness analysis. I present

conclusions in section 11.

2 Literature

Agency problems in expert services were predicted theoretically by Arrow (1963) with application

to health care. More recent theoretical models of auto-repair-like expert services are Wolinsky
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(1993) and Taylor (1995). Wolinsky focuses on issues of customer search and reputation as ways

to limit an expert’s ability to extract these informational rents, and predicts that an expert’s

concern for his or her reputation mitigates overtreatment. In some circumstances, reputation

may even cause the expert to charge below cost for high cost treatments in order to maintain a

good reputation. Taylor constructs a general equilibrium model of the auto repair market and

argues that overtreatment itself is not necessarily harmful. An insurance outcome in which firms

undercharge on the posted price because of price competition, but then oversupply service, can

occur. This partial insurance outcome smooths the amount of services the customer receives

over time.

In games in which one player has incomplete information about another player, the the-

oretical literature predicts that reputation may be important. Kreps and Wilson (1982) and

Milgrom and Roberts (1982) show that when one player assigns even a small probability that

the other player enjoys bad but irrational behavior (predation, taking advantage of customers,

etc.), equilibria occur in which players take actions to acquire or maintain reputations. Ely and

Valimaki (2002) and Ely, Fudenberg, and Levine (2004) cite the case of auto repair and show

that mechanics may actually provide too little service in order to signal good type. Wolinsky

(1993) also shows that mechanics’ concerns for their reputations may limit treatment. These

predictions suggest that reputation may be a mechanism for limiting the harmful effects of

information asymmetry.

McGuire (2000) surveys the extensive empirical literature on induced demand in health

care, and expresses skepticism about its conclusions. At least a dozen studies have attempted to

measure inducement for physicians’ services. It is widely acknowledged, however, that because

of identification problems, inducement has probably been mismeasured. Another chapter in the

handbook, by Gaynor and Vogt (2000), also raises this concern:

While deductively it is plausible that physicians exploit their role as agents to induce

some demand from their patients, it is not clear whether this is an empirically sig-

nificant phenomenon. The empirical literature on this topic suffers from such severe

methodological flaws that it does not provide useful evidence on either the existence

or magnitude of this effect.

Hubbard (1998) shows that after controlling for vehicle characteristics, private garages pass

vehicles on emissions inspections about twice as often than state-run facilities. Hubbard (2002)
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shows why this is an effective strategy: Customers are 30% more likely to return to garages at

which they passed than failed. From this he concludes that mechanics are intent on acquiring

and maintaining customer-friendly reputations, and that an incomplete information framework

in which customers learn about firms’ unobserved characteristics through repeated interactions

fits well: customers behave as if they have weak priors about a small number of firm types, and

believe that firms vary greatly in their consumer-friendliness.

A number of additional findings in Hubbard (1998) also provide guidance for my analysis.

First, mechanics at independent shops passed comparable vehicles on emissions inspections more

often than those at chains and tune-up shops, suggesting these mechanics are more inclined to

seek good reputations.5 Second, mechanic compensation type made little difference to pass

rates, but larger garage size decreased pass rates.6 I will control for garage size in my analysis

of data from my experiment.
5Specific garage characteristics within a particular garage type make little difference. Independent garages,

service stations, and smog specialists act similarly. Overall failure rates are 24%, 20%, and 22%, while emissions

failures are 18%, 16%, and 18%, and underhood failures are 11%, 8%, 9%. Chain stores and tune-up shops (mostly

franchised) also act alike, but are less friendly to customers. Overall failure rates are 38% and 27%. Emissions

failures are 30% and 18%, and underhood failures are 17% and 16%. The excessively high chain failure rate for

emissions may be an abberation due to small sample size for this group. If the underhood component is indeed

where the most discretion occurs, chains and tune-up shops may exhibit the same reputation behavior.
6Hubbard examined the effect of the number of garage-employed inspectors on pass rates and not the number

of mechanics. He found that each additional inspector increased the failure rate by 1 percentage point. Number

of inspectors may simply proxy for number of mechanics, which would make this result consistent with reputation

effects: As the number of mechanics increases, any individual mechanic’s incentive to win back customers to

the garage diminishes. Hubbard notes this free-riding problem as well. Chains in Hubbard’s sample employ a

disproportionately small number of inspectors relative to total mechanics and so inspectors is a poor proxy for

mechanics for this garage type. While not clearly identified, the large chain dummy may reflect the large number

of mechanics at chains. (Tune-up shops had 6.8 inspectors on average, while chains had only 1.6 inspectors on

average.)
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3 Description of the auto repair market

Garage types7

Four main types of auto repair shops exist. Independent shops generally employ the fewest me-

chanics. The absence of brand names and multi-store advertising power leaves them dependent

on word-of-mouth referrals and personal relationships with repeat customers. They purchase

parts on a small scale, usually as needed for the current repair, which prevents them from

achieving large profit margins on parts. Hence, their profitability depends primarily on the sale

of labor.

Chain repair stores, such as Pep Boys and Sears Automotive, are centrally-owned and oper-

ated. Technicians are paid a flat rate for each repair conducted and counter employees usually

receive a salary plus a commission that depends on how many services are sold. Their business

model involves selling labor, but also depends on selling products through highly developed sup-

ply chains. Standard diagnoses protocols are implemented to encourage uniform practice, and

little interaction between customers and mechanics exists. A front-end counter person interacts

with customers and employs considerable discretion in deciding inspection type.

Franchised shops, such as Midas and Meineke, generally employ fewer mechanics than chains

do. Mechanics are typically paid by the hour, and front-end counter employees sometimes receive

commissions. Like chains, their business model involves selling labor and parts, and technician-

customer interaction is often limited to counter-service personnel.

New car dealerships rely on revenues from their service departments to achieve overall prof-

itability (profits on new cars have been declining over time). Employees are paid with flat rate

and commission structures, like at chains, but these garages generally employ the best trained

and paid mechanics in the industry.

Industry pricing

Laws in Connecticut and most other US states require that mechanics provide a price estimate

and receive customer consent before initiating non-trivial repairs. The final repair price must

also be close to the price estimate presented to the customer. Laws in Canada are similar but
7This section is based on my discussions with George Iny of the APA, Romana Primus at Whaling City Ford,

and Michael Coughlin at Premier Subaru.
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often only require mechanics to provide estimates upon request.

Shop manuals with lists of standardized labor times for every repair type for each vehicle

make and model are owned by nearly all garages. Laws in Connecticut, most other US states,

and Canada require that hourly labor rates be prominently displayed.8 Conditional on repair

type, these guidelines reduce mechanic discretion in pricing. They are not, however, always

followed, as reflected by the differences in costs for the same repair across garages.

4 Strategy for identifying reputation effects

A strategic (profit-maximizing) mechanic considers how the prices and diagnoses they present to

customers affects the probabilities that customers consent to these repairs and return for future

repairs. Actions that are predicted in the literature to signal good type, and which should

increase these probabilities, include low prices and few repairs. Actions that are predicted to

signal strategic or bad type, and which should reduce these probabilities, include high prices

and extensive repair recommendations. Since good signals are costly in the short-run, mechanics

will send them only when future business is possible. When the mechanic knows the current

interaction is the last, there is little reason for a strategic type to pursue a good reputation. This

implies that customers must represent the possibility of repeat business, or be able to affect other

customers’ businesses, for mechanics to have financial incentives to pursue good reputations.9

I assume that mechanics at independent shops, whose likelihoods depend on personal re-

lationships, judge the possibility of repeat business from customers’ appearances and presen-

tations. This sensitivity allows a researcher to conduct an experiment in which garages are

randomly assigned to receive treatments that cause mechanics to be more and less concerned

with their reputations. This randomization of the importance of reputation provides exogenous

variation that can be used to identify reputation effects.

In this study, high-reputation treatment refers to reputation being important, and is achieved

when the undercover researcher tells the mechanics he is moving in at a nearby residence.

Low-reputation treatment refers to reputation being unimportant, and is achieved when the
8In the sample of garages I visited, these hourly labor rates varied from $54 to $78.
9When a profit-maximizing mechanic signals good type without recommending repairs, he or she can only be

seeking a good reputation to win future business. I will use this notion to verify the validity of my reputation

treatment in robustness analysis in section 10.
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undercover researcher tells the mechanic he is moving to another city. The specific procedures

I employed in the field experiment are described in more detail in section 8. I employed a

related identification strategy to measure reputation effects from APA’s data. This is described

in section 5.

5 APA Data

APA researchers conducted 123 undercover garage visits over 3 years. In all years, the APA chose

defects that were simple to diagnose and repair to be sure that incorrect diagnoses represented

intentional or negligent behavior instead of honest error. In 2001, the test vehicle was a five-

year old Pontiac Grand Am; in 2002, it was a seven-year old Ford Mustang; and in 2003, it

was a five-year old Dodge Caravan. These vehicles were off-warranty, but all of their parts were

new or in excellent condition. In order to record mechanic behavior that occurred after the

inspection process, APA’s undercover researchers agreed to any repairs that were recommended

by mechanics. The researchers requested back any parts that were replaced, and APA mechanics

re-installed them back into the vehicle before the next visit.

In their 2001 and 2002 studies, APA researchers visited garages complaining of a illuminated

check engine light. The underlying problems were loose hoses that were simple to reconnect once

they were diagnosed. A scan of the engine computer codes, the typical procedure to diagnose

problems signalled by dashboard lights, would reveal the defect. The test procedures used in

APA’s 2003 study form the basis for the procedures used in my field experiment. I describe

them in greater detail here.

The APA calls the first part of their 2003 test “The Mousetrap,” and it involves presenting

to garages a vehicle with a specific defect for correction. The problem is simple to diagnose and

fix with equipment that is standard at all garages and was chosen to test honesty rather than

competency. The defect is a loose clamp on the cable connected to the negative battery terminal

located at the front of the engine compartment. Loosening this cable causes the engine to fail

to start occasionally. The solution is to check electrical connections at the battery, starter, and

perhaps alternator, and perform an industry standard amperage, voltage, resistance (AVR) test

of the charging and starting system. APA documentation notes that “the APA chose this test

because it seemed foolproof. The instrumentation required for the AVR test is installed at the

battery terminal, which means the loose cable would of necessity be identified quickly.”
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APA refers to the second part of the test as “The Rorschach.” The undercover researcher

tells the mechanic the vehicle was purchased recently, and requests a general inspection of the

vehicle to diagnose other defects that require repair. The Mousetrap and Rorschach are applied

simultaneously in every 2003 visit.

In some visits, APA researchers provided an address that was in the same city as the garage.

In other visits, researchers gave an out-of-province address and told the mechanic they were

travelling through the area on vacation. The choice of local versus non-local address occurred

in a haphazard way depending on whether the researcher lived in the city or was staying with

a friend who lived near the garage. The license plate on the vehicle also indicated whether the

undercover researcher lived locally or not; the province on the license plate corresponded to the

province the garage was located in only for some visits. This variation allows me to test whether

the possibility of repeat visits leads mechanics to take actions in pursuit of a good reputation.

I identified garage and home addresses from receipts the APA provided to me. Receipts also

itemized repair expenditures and inspection costs for most visits. Table 1 describe characteristics

of garages for which local and non-local addresses were provided. The table shows that 2001 and

2002 visits are unhelpful for measuring reputation effects: Not only was a local addresses used

in almost all visits, but in most cases a local address was accompanied by an out-of-province

license plate. The table shows, however, that for 2003 visits, the undercover researcher used local

addresses in 29 visits and out-of-province addresses in 15 visits. In all but 2 cases, the province

of the license plate corresponded to the province of the address provided. The table shows that

the fraction of chains and franchises that were visited when local and non-local addresses were

given is unbalanced. However, I present results in section 6 that suggest that this had little

effect on outcomes. The city of visit is also highly unbalanced, but I will be able to say little

about whether this is important.

Measures of mechanic behavior

I focus on 5 garage visit outcomes that measure the behaviors of mechanics. These data are

described below and some are presented in figure 1. All costs are adjusted to 2005 US dollars.

Inspection costs is the amount charged to diagnose the cause of the problem, make repair rec-

ommendations, and conduct any small repairs that occur during this diagnosis process. Fixing
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the intermittent starting problem during 2003 visits, for example, requires tightening an easily

accessible nut at the battery terminal, and would occur during the diagnosis process. For garage

visits in 2003, inspection costs also cover charges for a general inspection to assess the overall

condition of the vehicle and recommend further repairs.

Repair costs Repair costs are the total costs for the garage visit not including the inspection

costs.

Overtreatment costs are charges for repairs that did not improve the condition of the vehicle.

These charges were easy to identify because the diagnoses required so little discretion (APA

researchers presented a vehicle that was in excellent condition except for one simple-to-diagnose

defect). These only include costs for repairs that were actually provided; any portion of costs that

exceeded the implicitly stated price for these repairs - the posted hourly rate (my conservative

estimate of this amount) times industry standardized labor times - were excluded. Despite

the simplicity of diagnoses, judgement was sometimes necessary to identify excessive costs and

repairs. I generally applied APA’s conservative designations, which labelled costs and repairs as

excessive only when clearly so.

Phantom costs are charges for parts that were not installed and hours of labor that were not

conducted. The hours of labor that are billed for are usually stated on the receipt (when they are

not, this time is calculated by dividing the stated labor charge by an assumed hourly rate of $70.

I compare these times to industry standard labor times to determine whether customers were

billed for labor that was not provided. For garage visits in 2001, 2002, and 2003, APA experts

estimated a competent mechanic would complete repairs easily in 45 minutes, 30 minutes, and

20 minutes. Mechanics were granted 60 minutes in visits in 2003 to allow time for a general

inspection. I assume an hourly rate of $70 in order to set standardized costs for these repairs

at $53, $35, and $70. An additional 15 minutes of labor time was granted for these repairs to

allow for variation in ability and difference in labor rates. This brings the maximum charges to

$71, $53, and $88. Costs in excess of these amounts are charges for labor that was not provided,

and are counted as phantom costs.10 When the problem was not fixed, charges that exceeded
10Incompetence might cause actual labor times to be excessive but the simplicity in diagnosing and repairing

these defects limits this possibility.
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the standardized repair amount are designated as excessive.

Abuse is a binary variable that indicates whether overtreating or phantom costs are positive.

Major abuse is indicated when overtreating or phantom costs exceed $100. Undertreatment is

not recorded as abuse.

6 APA Results

Agency problems

Outcomes from APA’s visits are ideal for calculating overtreatment and phantom costs because

the defects on their test vehicles were so straight-forward to diagnose (APA documentation calls

them “foolproof”). In all three years that researchers visited garages, charging for unnecessary

and phantom repairs was common. In 2001, 2002, and 2003, abuse occurred in 35%, 31%, and

45% of garage visits. 49%, 42%, and 70% of total repair costs from these visits were charges for

unnecessary or phantom repairs. These percentages are the sum of overtreatment and phantom

costs from all visits divided by the sum of total costs from all visits.

6%, 12%, and 2% of total costs were charges for phantom repairs and represent a direct

transfer from customers to mechanics. A much larger 42%, 30%, and 68% of total costs were

for actual repairs that failed to improve vehicle condition and represents a deadweight loss.

One reason phantom charging for labor is probably not more common is because labor time

allotments for each repair type for every vehicle make and model has been standardized. While

these times are not enforced, they are found in shop manuals that most garages own, and are

included in protocols used by chains and franchises. Also, while customers may often have a

hard time verifying the necessity of a $500 repair, most customers would recognize the equivalent

amount in phantom labor charges (at least 9 hours) for the fraud that it is. Customers are rarely

charged for parts that were not installed because customers with even a moderate amount of

car knowledge would usually be able to identify this fraud.

Table 2 presents abuse and defect-correction rates that occurred during APA visits for each

year and garage type. In 2001, 84% of garages fixed the problem, but only 59% fixed it without

committing abuse. 35% committed some form of abuse, and 19% committed major abuse. In

2002, 97% fixed the problem, and 69% fixed the problem with no abuse. The rate of abuse was
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31%, with 20% of garages committing major abuse. In 2003, 80% of garages fixed the problem.

However, only 45% repaired the problem with no abuse. The rates of abuse and major abuse -

at 45% and 29% - were the highest in 2003. In 15 of 51 visits in 2003, costs were at least $100

more than the appropriate $70 charge; in 9 of 51 visits, costs were at least $200 too high; and

in 3 of 51 visits, costs were at least $300 to high. Table 2 reveals no clear patterns of abuse and

defect correction rates between chains and franchises.

Reputation effects

When the APA researcher provided a local addresses, the inspection cost was 0.82 standard

deviations less than when he or she provided an address from another Canadian province. This

indicates that a mechanic’s pursuit of a good reputation, through behavior intended to win

repeat visits and referrals, had a first order effect on the cost of inspection. The average 2003

inspection costs when a local address and license plate was used is $28.34. This amount is $52.07

when an out-of-province address and license plate was used. A t-test shows that the difference

between the two is statistically distinguishable from zero (p=0.00).11

This reputation effect does not carry over to repair costs. Since the distribution over repair

costs is highly skewed (in 2001, 2002, and 2003, 81%, 77%, and 71% of visits resulted in zero

repair costs), I test for differences in the average repair costs for visits in which a local and

non-local address was given using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney rank sum test. I find that

repair costs are actually higher when local addresses were used. Similarly, I estimate a probit

regression of the effect of living locally on a binary indicator for whether repairs were conducted,

and find that mechanics are 22% more likely to conduct repair work when a local address

was provided. While these differences are statistically indistinguishable from zero (p=0.30 and

p=0.25, respectively), they do indicate that reputation is unlikely to reduce repair costs in an

economically meaningful way.

There is an insufficient number of observations to conduct a test with sufficient power to

distinguish whether the possibility of repeat business decreased abuse rates and increased loose

battery cable correction rates.
11I also estimated a regression model of the effect of living locally on inspection cost that included the control

variables, garage type, garage type interacted with living locally, whether the defect was corrected, and the cost

of living in the city in which the garage is located. However, none were close to being statistically distinguishable

from zero.
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7 Case for experiments

Unanswered questions

While APA outcomes form a valuable dataset with clear results about some aspects of agency

problems, the procedures were not designed to study reputation effects. Also, APA’s procedures

were implemented in a way that failed to control for garage characteristics, undercover researcher

attributes, and other factors that may affect mechanic behavior. It is also difficult to verify that

a consistent script was adhered to.

A more revealing examination of reputation would employ random assignment of high-

reputation treatment to garages in one group and low-reputation treatment to garages in another

group to assure that observed and unobserved heterogeneity between garage visits in which lo-

cal and non-local address were used does not bias results. Visits would also be conducted at

independent shops instead of chains and franchises since independent shops owners are involved

in most repair decisions and have livelihoods that depend most directly on reputation factors

like repeat visits and referrals.12 The test vehicle would also have defects that require more dis-

cretion in the diagnosis process in order to provide better opportunities for signalling. Finally,

the undercover researcher would represent the possibilities of repeat or one-time business more

explicitly, and the script would be more tightly controlled.

These concerns do not diminish the informativeness of APA data, but corroboration of APA

outcomes with a controlled field experiment conducted in a different country with a different

researcher, test vehicle, and set of defects would provide confidence that these results are rep-

resentative of auto repair outcomes more generally. APA outcomes also indicate where to focus

experimental efforts and provide pre-trial estimates of treatment effects and variances for sample

size and power calculations in sample design.

Results based on APA data reveal that mechanics signal good type through reduced in-

spection costs and not repair costs, but do not show the reason why they do. There are two

possibilities. First, mechanics may prefer inspection cost signals because they are less expensive.

The larger variance in repair estimate costs makes necessary a larger discount to effectively sig-

nal honesty. A one standard deviation signal through inspections costs a mechanic about $20,
12As noted earlier, Hubbard (1998) provides evidence that independent shops send more good signals than

chains and franchises.
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whereas a one standard deviation signal through repair estimates costs the mechanic almost an

order of magnitude more. A second reason why repair cost signals are absent is that mechanics

at chains and franchises, the primary garage type visited by APA researchers, are less likely to

interact with customers, and procedures are more standardized. Price discrimination through

upfront inspection costs can still occur, however, because inspection type and cost is usually

decided by a full-time counter employee that interacts with the customer. Data on visits to

independent garages, where customers interact with mechanics, may reveal which of the two

hypothesis is true.

Finally, a controlled experiment would confirm Hubbard’s (1998) conclusion that a strong

reputation effect exists. Hubbard argues that higher emissions inspections pass rates at private

facilities relative to state-run facilities is a result of mechanics’ efforts to acquire a good repu-

tation. However, important unmeasured differences in the inspection procedures between these

facility types may exist. Private facilities may fix problems on the spot before official judgments

are made, while state-run facilities do not.13 Hubbard has limited information on repairs made

during the inspection process, which raises the possibility that the gap in inspection outcomes is

due to systematic unobserved differences in inspection procedures instead of reputation effects.

Field experiment in auto repair

Comparing the appropriate treatment with treatments that are recommended by experts in the

cleanest way to measure agency problems. However, this type of observational data is rare. It is

difficult to imagine a scenario in which an expert knowingly reveals the appropriate treatment

after having provided another level of treatment. Experiments are well suited to gathering these

data. Auto repair is an attractive industry to study because it poses fewer ethical and practical

research barriers than other industries such as health care.

Because experts may be practicing ethically dubious and possibly illegal behavior, outcomes

will be highly sensitive to the setting in which experimental data are collected. For this reason,

the most natural environment is the field; simulating an atmosphere in the laboratory that could

elicit such behavior would be quite challenging.
13Private facilities must re-inspect failed vehicles for free, giving them incentives to fix problems on the spot.
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8 Experimental design

Subject population

The study involves independent auto repair shops located in two Connecticut counties.14 Sub-

jects are mechanics who are employed by or own these shops. Shops are located far enough from

Yale University to avoid the suggestion of association.

Attributes I use to characterize independent shops include American Automobile Association

(AAA) certification, Better Business Bureau (BBB) certification, whether the garage employs

Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) certified mechanics, garage size (which I measure by num-

ber of bays in use), association with a gas station, significant on-site used car sales, busyness

(which I measure with the number of days between an initial call and the first available appoint-

ment), visible associations with NAPA or AC Delco brands, having a website, and geographic

location. To make the subject sample as homogeneous as possible to improve test power, only

non-AAA and non-BBB-certified garages were visited.15 The sample also excluded auto body

shops and oil change shops. Garages that sold more than a handful of cars were also eliminated

to avoid introducing secondary motives for reputation effects.

Actual garage selection involved choosing a town in southern or central Connecticut, and

selecting garages that appeared in a Google maps search of that town. Garages were examined

in person (without interacting with garage staff), a nearby home address within 0.7 miles of

the garage was chosen, and garages were matched in pairs based on similar characteristics.

Appointments were scheduled, and then a coin was flipped for assignment of garages to treatment

and control groups. While some garage heterogeneity remained, most garage pairs were located

within a mile of each other, and has similar socioeconomic settings and street-side appearances.

A final judgment was made to assure that matched garages did not look too run-down, and

appeared similar enough to attract the same types of employees and customer base.

Table 3 reveals that garage and visit characteristics are reasonably well balanced between
14Since a substantial fraction of garages in these counties were visited, the county names are concealed to

preserve subject confidentiality.
15This was a natural choice since less than 10% (about 25) of independent repair shops in all of southern

Connecticut are AAA-certified for auto repair. In the cities I chose, only 8 independent shops were AAA-certified.

Data from APA’s visits provides weak evidence that AAA-certification does not lead to better service. 12 of the

123 garages visited by the APA were certified by the Canadian arm of AAA. The rate of abuse at these garages

was 3.8% higher than at non-certified garages.
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treatment and control groups. The average wait for an appointment was 1.8 days, one-quarter of

garages had gas stations, and almost half of garages employed ASE-certified mechanics. Table 4

is a correlation matrix for these descriptive characteristics. It shows that busier garages tend to

employ ASE-certified mechanics, have gas station, and be associated with parts manufacturers

AC Delco and NAPA. Garage size (number of bays in use) is uncorrelated with other descriptive

characteristics.

It is assumed that the remaining observed heterogeneity does not influence the magnitude of

the treatment effect. While the limited sample size makes definitive verification of this assump-

tion infeasible, robustness analysis, presented in section 10, suggests this is the case. Regardless,

the random assignment of treatments guarantees an unbiased estimator of the treatment effect

for the sample at hand.

Test procedures

The test procedures used in the current experiment follow closely the procedures in APA’s 2003

study with one important exception. In my experiment, the test vehicle had additional defects

beyond a loose battery cable that required either immediate attention or close monitoring. These

additional defects facilitated measurement of undertreatment and negligence, and are described

in the next subsection. The discretion in treatment provided by these additional defects also

provided mechanics with better opportunities to invest in reputation. APA mechanics and staff

also assisted in preparation of the test vehicle and offered guidance for implementation. The

scripts I used during garage visits are provided in the appendix. Garages were paid for inspecting

the car and diagnosing problems, but repair recommendations were declined. Subjects were not

informed they were part of an economics study to ensure that responses were natural.16

I scheduled an appointment by phone at least one day in advance. During this call, I asked

the mechanic the date of the first available appointment. I used the number of business days

until this date as my measure of garage busyness. I was usually asked for a description of the

problem, the make and model of the vehicle, a name and phone number, and on three occasions,

a home address. The scripts I used for this phone call is provided in the appendix.
16Given the possibility that subjects would feel slighted for being deceived, and because they may have become

unnecessarily concerned about how collected data would be used, they were not informed of their participation

upon completion of the study. This also safeguarded this author and his car from the outside possibility of

retribution.
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I define high-reputation treatment as the presentation of a customer to an expert such that

the expert views the customer as prospective repeat business. I define low-reputation treatment

as the presentation of a customer to an expert such that the expert views the customer as one-

time business. Let y1
ijt denote the quality of service individual i receives from mechanic j at time

t with high-reputation treatment, and let y0
ijt denote the quality of service individual i receives

from mechanic j at time t with low-reputation treatment. The quantity (y1
ijt − y0

ijt) is the effect

of reputation on service for individual i from mechanic j at time t, and is a draw from the

random variable (y1 − y0). I am interested in the average treatment effect, ATE = E(y1 − y0),

the expectation of this random variable. Unfortunately, because the customer-mechanic pair

cannot experience the high and low-reputation treatments simultaneously, y1 and y0 cannot

both be observed for each customer-mechanic pair.

Let w be a binary indicator that is equal to one when high-reputation treatment occurs

and zero otherwise. Even though we cannot observe E(y1) and E(y0), the average high and

low-reputation treatment outcomes, since high-reputation outcomes for low-reputation subjects

and low-reputation outcomes for high-reputation subjects cannot be observed, it is possible to

observe E(y1|w = 1), high-reputation outcomes for high-reputation treatment subjects, and

E(y0|w = 0), low-reputation outcomes for low-reputation treatment subjects. This can be used

to measure the average reputation effect when the following condition holds,

ATE = E(y1 − y0) = E(y1) − E(y0) = E(y1|w = 1) − E(y0|w = 0)

This condition holds when the expected high and low-reputation outcomes would remain the

same if garages in the two groups were swapped. Random assignments of high and low-reputation

treatments to garages in my experiment ensures that this condition holds.

During low-reputation treatment, the researcher said he was moving to Chicago (from

Connecticut) in two weeks and wanted car problems examined before the trip. During high-

reputation treatment, the researcher said he moving was just moving in down the street and

wanted car problems examined before taking a trip to Montreal in two weeks. The exact scripts

are provided in the appendix. The low-reputation treatment was reinforced by placing two bags

of UHaul foam moving peanuts, 10 flattened UHaul boxes, a push cart, an air conditioner box, a

DVD/VCR box, a Dell computer box, and a microwave box in the car. During high-reputation

treatment visits, the inside of the vehicle is bare.
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Test vehicle and undercover researcher

The test vehicle is a 1992 Subaru Legacy L Wagon. The vehicle had 141,000 miles at the

beginning of the experiment and accumulated another 4,000 miles during the data collection

period. The condition of the vehicle remained essentially unchanged over this period. It appears

old, with some rust on the body near the back wheels. In the engine compartment, the parts

have the appearance one might expect of a 13-year-old car. All decals and stickers were removed

to avoid introducing unintended signals.

Since the Connecticut DMV issues license plates sequentially, the plate number suggests

when the car was registered with the state. New license plates, corresponding to a June 2005

registration, were installed to add credibility to the script that the undercover researcher just

moved to the area.17 The registration sticker was absent to avoid revealing that the car was

registered in CT in November 2003.

Prior to data collection, the vehicle received two separate thorough inspections by different

APA mechanics. The condition of all of the car’s parts were recorded, and defects were noted.

Both mechanics made judgments about whether each of these defects required immediate repair

or just active monitoring. Table 5 contains a list of the defects discovered by both mechanics and

their judgments about the urgency of repairing them. Five of these defects required immediate

attention: the loose battery cable, low coolant, a missing back-up taillight, misfit and worn

spark plug wires, and an exhaust pipe leak. To achieve the appearance of low coolant, I emptied

the antifreeze overflow tank before each garage visit. Low coolant, especially during hot summer

months, makes possible engine overheating, which risks the life of the vehicle. One spark plug

wire was fitted with a wire boot that fit improperly into the engine block. This allowed debris

and rain water to enter that cylinder head, and could lead to engine misfire. The exhaust

pipe leak appears near the front of the exhaust center pipe underneath the driver’s seat, and

allowed carbon monoxide to enter the passenger compartment when the car idled in traffic with

open windows. A missing back-up taillight poses a minor risk, but is trivial to discover and

fix. Six other defects were present that require repair eventually, but did not require immediate

attention. These were a weak alternator that sometimes failed to reach high enough voltage to

fully charge the battery; an exhaust system that contained advanced rust along the center pipe
17There are plenty of reasons to have new license plates if the researcher were moving away, as is the case for

the control group.
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and muffler; an unknown condition of the timing belt, which is difficult to inspect visually on

this vehicle model but whose health is critical to vehicle function; worn shock absorbers that

compromise handling; oil leaks from the engine; and a rattling noise that emanates from the

right front brake but does not compromise braking ability. All of the vehicle’s other parts were

judged to be in good condition.

A test vehicle that contained a host of defects, many of which lacked straight-forward diag-

noses, was chosen to allow mechanics more discretion in recommending repairs. This provides

mechanics with more opportunities to signal good type to customers, which facilitates testing

for reputation effects. It also provides clear tests for underdiagnosis and negligence.

I record the variable thoroughness as the number of defects discovered during the inspection

process. Thoroughness reflects the quality of the vehicle inspection, and can take integer values

between 0 and 11. When the mechanic failed to discover either the loose battery cable or the low

coolant, I designated the outcome of the visit as negligent. The first defect was the ostensible

reason for visiting the garage and represented a serious but simple-to-fix problem; the second

defect should be among the first problems discovered in an inspection, and jeopardizes the life

the vehicle.

This author conducted all undercover garage visits wearing business casual attire (khaki

pants and a polo shirt). As a thirty-one year old white male with an academic appearance, I

would not be an obvious target for abuse (as would be a women, a person who appeared to have

relatively little formal education, or an elderly person), but I signalled that I knew little about

cars whenever the opportunity presented itself.

Typical visit

At independent shops, which are the garages visited in the current field experiment, a typical

visit involves calling the garage several days in advance to schedule an appointment for service.

In my discussions with mechanics at independent shops, they often stated they prefer the vehicle

to be dropped-off early in the morning so that they can plan their work for the day. During my

experiment, when the vehicle was left in the afternoon, I was more likely to be turned away, asked

to leave the car overnight, or receive incomplete repair work. Upon drop off, I was usually asked

about the car’s symptoms and service history, asked for a telephone number, and occasionally a

home address. Only when I asked, did mechanics provide an estimate of when the car would be
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ready to be picked up. This estimate was often highly inaccurate. Rarely did mechanics express

concern for my inability to travel without a vehicle. In all of my visits but one, the cost for

inspection and diagnosis was unspecified at drop-off. In most cases, it was presented after the

diagnosis was made and I had specified that I want to think about whether to accept repairs.

Group sequential design

Data collection was implemented with a group sequential design that provided statistically sound

stopping rules for terminating data collection and drawing conclusions before the full sample is

collected. The technique preserves the test’s overall probabilities of type I and type II errors

that would otherwise be corrupted by interim analyses. Use of group sequential design has

become common in medical clinical trials, but to the author’s knowledge, has not been applied

in economics. These methods typically lead to smaller sample sizes and less costly and time-

consuming experiments compared to fixed sample designs.18

The sample design is chosen to test the null hypothesis that reputation does not affect

mechanic behavior against the alternative that reputation leads to lower prices and less abuse

at significance level α = 0.05 and power 1 − β = 0.90 at a target reputation effect of 0.82

standard deviations of cost. This pre-trial value is from the inspection cost reputation effect

estimate based on APA’s outcomes. The appendix contains additional information about the

power calculations used to design the experiment.

Group sequential sample design allows data collection to stop early if interim estimates of

the treatment effect are sufficiently small or large. If the interim estimate is sufficiently small,

the trial stops and the null hypothesis is accepted. If the interim estimate is sufficiently large,

the trial stops and the null hypothesis is rejected. I chose to collect data in 5 groups in order to

conduct interim analysis on the standardized average treatment effect for inspection costs at the

end of each group. The maximum sample size was 26 pairs of observations (one for each pair for

each treatment arm). If the null hypothesis has not been rejected after 5, 10, 15, and 20 pairs
18The modern theory of sequential analysis began in the 1940s, and group sequential methods began appearing in

the late 1970s with founding papers by Pocock (1977), O’Brien and Fleming (1979), and Lan and DeMets (1983).

Methods that extended their flexibility were introduced through the 1980s and 1990s, with Wang and Tsiatis

(1987), Emerson and Fleming (1989), Pampallona and Tsiatis (1994), and others. Jennison and Turnbull (2000)

provides a detailed description of these methods. A detailed literature review with a description of procedures is

available from the author upon request.
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of data have been collected, a final 6 pairs are collected. If the APA estimate of the reputation

effect on inspection costs represents the true value, the expected sample size will be 71.8% of

the fixed sample size to reach the same conclusions (18.7 observations per treatment arm). If

the true treatment effect is 0, the expected sample size will be 63.8% of the fixed sample size to

reach the same conclusions (16.6 observations per treatment arm).

9 Experiment results

Agency problems

The group sequential sample design allowed me to terminate the experiment and reject the

null hypothesis of no reputation effect after data from 40 garages were collected (20 matched

pairs). The extent of agency problems that is evident in my experiment is similar to that in

APA’s tests. The intermittent starting problem was fixed in 68% of visits, which is less than the

defect-correction rate of 80% in 2003. However, in 50% of visits, the defect was corrected with

no abuse, which is almost identical to the 47% rate in 2003. The rates of abuse and major abuse

in my experiment were 35% and 23%, which are lower than the 2003 rates of 45% and 29%, but

are almost identical to 2001 and 2002 rates of 35% and 19%, and 31% and 20%, respectively.

Still, some garages provided good service, and 2 garages even corrected the defect and provided

a competent and thorough inspection for free. These outcomes, however, were strongly linked

to living locally, and will be discussed in the next subsection.19

19Some cases of abuse were egregious. For example, in one visit, I stood next to the mechanic as he visually

inspected the electrical connections. Despite a conspicuously misplaced negative battery cable, the mechanic

removed the positive cable terminal cover, noted the connection was good, pronounced a bad starter engine as the

clear problem, and asked for permission to replace it (an ineffective $220 repair). In another case, the mechanic

found the weak alternator, but recommended replacing the battery first to see whether this would solve the

alternator problem. APA mechanics confirmed this as a familiar scam: replace the battery first as an “attempt to

save money,” and when this does not work, replace the alternator. The intent in some cases of overtreatment was

more ambiguous. In once instance, a new negative battery cable terminal was replaced with another new one; in

another, the weak alternator was discovered and the battery cable tightened, but the alternator was grounded to

the engine block; in a third, the negative battery post was filed down and fitted with a make-shift copper ring.

The purpose of these unconventional and largely ineffective remedies was often unclear, but may have been done

to justify extra labor charges. As described earlier, when labor charges clearly exceeded an appropriate amount

for the underlying problem, the observation was recorded as abuse.
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As discussed in section 8, the test vehicle used in my experiment had multiple defects that

required either immediate attention or active monitoring. The rate at which mechanics discov-

ered these defects was low, revealing that agency problems also manifest themselves through

underdiagnosis and negligence. 77% of the visits could only be characterized as negligent: Dur-

ing these visits, either the cause of the intermittent starting problem or the insufficient level of

coolant was overlooked. The first defect was the ostensible reason for visiting the garage; the

second defect should be among the first problem discovered in an inspection and risked the life

of the vehicle.

Table 6 shows how many times each APA-confirmed defect was discovered during inspec-

tions. It also shows how many times mechanics recommended repairing that defect instead of

advocating a wait-and-watch approach. The blown taillight discovery rate highlights that even

trivial-to-diagnose problems were usually overlooked. The table also shows that all problems

except the right front brake rattle were discovered at least once, indicating that nearly all were

apparent to a careful eye. Figure 2 shows the number of defects discovered during each visit,

including the loose battery cable. It reveals that defect discovery rates are highly variable. The

mode number of defects discovered was 1, and in 55% of visits, 2 or fewer defects were discovered.

In only 10% of visits, were a majority of the defects discovered.

In addition to poor inspection quality, repair recommendations were highly inconsistent. 3

of 8 mechanics that discovered the weak alternator recommended replacing it, while 5 recom-

mending waiting; 6 of 16 mechanics that noticed the rusted muffler recommended replacing it,

while 10 of 16 advocated waiting; 9 of 21 mechanics who asked about the condition of the timing

belt recommended replacing it, while 12 refused to make a recommendation or recommended

waiting. Table 7 lists repairs that were recommended that were unnecessary. Replacing the well-

functioning starter motor, for example, was a common prescription for the intermittent starting

problem. Figure 2 shows that repair costs varied widely across visits. In 22 of 40 visits, less than

$50 in repairs were recommended. However, in 12 visits over $400 repairs were recommended,

and in two visits, $1398 and $1849 in repairs were recommended. Much of this work would have

been unnecessary.
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Reputation effects

The effect of living locally on inspection costs in my experiment are similar to those from APA’s

2003 visits. The average inspection cost for visits in which I told the mechanic I was moving

to Chicago was $59.75, while this cost for visits in which I told the mechanic I was moving

in nearby was $37.70. This difference is $22.05 with a p-value of 0.05. This difference reflects

differences in mechanics’ propensities to offer free inspections or very expensive inspections. In

6 of 20 local visits, the inspection was free. In only 1 non-local visit was the inspection free. In

none of the local visits did the inspection cost exceed $100, while in 3 non-localness visits, the

inspection cost exceeded $100.

I also estimated a model of the effect of living locally on inspection costs controlling for

whether the loose battery cable was corrected and the number of defects discovered (excluding

the loose battery cable), and reached the same conclusions: Moving in nearby reduces the

inspection cost by $23.51 (p=0.04) relative to moving to Chicago. Each additional defect that

was discovered caused the price to be $3.12 higher (p=0.35), while correcting the loose battery

cable caused the price to be $18.82 higher (p=0.11).20

As the previous subsection shows, the distribution over repair costs is highly skewed. For

this reason, I test for differences in repair costs between visits in which I told the mechanic I

was moving in nearby compared to moving to Chicago using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney

rank sum test. The test cannot reject the hypothesis that repair costs for the two groups

are the same (p=0.76). Repair costs at garages that display ASE signs, however, were lower

when I represented the possibility of repeat business (p=0.15). By contrast, repair costs at

garages that had no ASE signs were higher when I represented the possibility of repeat business

(p=0.35). While neither itself is statistically distinguishable from zero, estimates from the

following regression show that the reputation effect is indeed stronger at ASE garages. I first

estimate a model of the effect of living locally, display of ASE sign, time the car was dropped-off,

garage size, and garage busyness on a binary indicator for whether repairs were recommended.

Column (1) in table 8 contains coefficient estimates from this regression, expressed as marginal
20The inclusion of control variables for garage busyness, size, gas station, association with AC Delco or NAPA,

and employment of ASE-certified technicians had little effect on the estimate of the reputation effect. All produce

coefficient estimate that were relative small in magnitude, and all had p-value above 0.6. In another specification,

I included a dummy variable for each matched pair (20 in total), but found these fixed effects to be jointly

statistically indistinguishable from zero.
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effects. Living locally reduces the probability of repairs by 9 percentages points but is not

statistically distinguishable from zero (p=0.61). For each hour later in the day the car is dropped-

off, the probability of repairs decreases by 11 percentage points (p=0.07). For garages that

display an ASE sign, the probability of repairs is 38 percentage points lower (p=0.02). By

displaying an ASE sign, a garage is signalling to customers that it employs high-skilled mechanics

and likely represents an attempt to achieve a good reputation. This action also suggests these

garages may be likely to signal good reputation to customers in other ways.

I test this hypothesis by estimating the same model as above, but also including an interaction

term that shows whether the effect of living locally is larger for garages with ASE signs. Column

(2) in table 8 contains these coefficient estimates. The effect of living locally on the probability

of repair is 56 percentage points more negative for garages with ASE signs compared to garages

without ASE signs (p=0.05). This suggests that only some garages pursue good reputations

by recommending fewer repairs (in this case, garages that display ASE signs, which represent a

desire for a good reputation). Next, I estimate the same regression model but with the binary

variable abuse as the dependent variable. For ASE garages, living locally reduces the rate abuse

by 31 percentage points, but the estimate is not statistically distinguishable from zero (p=0.25).

Column 3 in table 8 contains these estimates as well.21

Finally, I test whether more defects were discovered, and the loose battery cable corrected

more often, during garage visits in which I represented the possibility of repeat business. In

examining these outcomes, I find no evidence that a mechanic’s pursuit of a good reputation

increases the defect discovery rate or the loose battery cable correction rate even at garage with

ASE signs.

Together these results suggest that heterogeneity exists in mechanics’ propensities to pursue

good reputations. Garages that display ASE signs - which likely reflects a propensity to pursue

a good reputation - charge lower costs and recommend fewer repairs to local customers. My

data, however, provide no evidence that garages that signal good type through lower costs and

fewer repairs provide higher quality inspections: The number of defects discovered remained

unchanged. While there is weak evidence that the rate of overtreatment is lower when I repre-
21Data from my experiment also provide weak evidence that the reputation effect on inspection costs is larger

at ASE garages. I estimate a linear model with the same explanatory variables as above but on inspection costs,

and find that living locally reduces inspection costs by $15.24 for non-ASE garages (p=0.30), but $32.98 at ASE

garages (p=0.11).
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sented the possibility of repeat business at ASE garages, this inefficiency still occurred, and, in

fact, the largest overtreatment in any single visit occurred at an ASE garage in which I said I

was moving in nearby.

10 Robustness analysis

Moving away as a signal for one-time business

Perhaps lower inspection costs are aimed at convincing the customer to have recommended

repairs agreed to, and are not aimed at future business. I checked differences in inspection

costs between high and low-reputation treatment groups for visits in which no further repairs

were recommended after the initial inspection. The same large treatment effect exists. In 2003,

inspection costs when no further repairs were recommended was $52.70 for control and $26.08

for treatment. In 2005, inspection costs when no further repairs were recommended were $49.00

for control and $22.01 for treatment. When inspection costs represent the final bill, as they do

in these cases, it is hard to think of a purpose for price discounts except as an attempt to acquire

a good reputation.

Not carrying through with repairs

Perhaps most abuse occurs after the initial inspection process, during and after repairs are made.

Because I decline repairs, my experiment cannot test this possibility. However, I state to the

mechanics that I will consider the repair recommendation and provide a decision soon. Also,

the APA consented and paid for all recommended repairs during their visits. Yet, their result

remains consistent with mine. This suggests this is unlikely to be an important factor.

Different behavior in initial visit

The possibility exists that mechanics behave differently in the first visit than subsequent visits.

Perhaps mechanics recommend more treatment during the initial visit when the customer rep-

resents repeat business to test whether the customer has unobserved characteristics that make

him more likely to return to the garage. This attribute would show the mechanic the customer

is vulnerable to abuse. Hubbard (1998) tests this hypothesis and shows that his data do not

support it, suggesting this phenomenon may not be important in auto repair more generally.
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11 Conclusion

In this study, I find that completely unnecessary repairs represented 52% of all charges. Much

of these charges represent a deadweight loss since a transfer to mechanics in lieu of these repairs

would be a pareto improvement. To a lesser degree, premature repairs, repairs that use more

labor or parts than are necessary, and neglect of repairs that lead to larger problem introduce

losses as well; both parties would benefit if customers payed a fee to postpone premature repairs,

receive the simplest effective repairs, or address small defects now to head off larger problems

later. I also find that a mechanic’s pursuit of a good reputation fails to improve service quality

or limit inefficiencies in an economically meaningful way. I argue that customers’ inabilities to

evaluate service quality and price, except in clear cases like upfront diagnoses charges, prevents

them from effectively employing reputation-based incentives to incentivize mechanics.

The similarity in outcomes between my visits and APA’s visits, despite occurring in different

countries, with different researchers, vehicles, garage types, and defects, suggests that high rates

of overtreatment and neglect may be representative of the auto repair industry more generally.

If so, then information asymmetry is a dominant characteristic of this market. The Economic

Census of the United States shows that $38 billion worth of auto repairs were conducted at 99,851

licensed facilities in 2002.22 If 52% of these charges alone represent completely unnecessary

repairs, then the size of the deadweight loss may be many billions of dollars.

While it is beyond the scope of this study to advocate specific remedies, one that involves the

public posting of outcomes from independent facility inspections may help to capture some of

these losses. Such programs have been moderately effective in other markets. The Los Angeles

county health department, for example, conducts hygiene inspections of all 22,000 restaurants

in the county approximately four times per year. In 1998, the county began requiring these

restaurants to post their hygiene quality scores in their front windows.23 Jin and Leslie (2003)

show that this policy caused restaurant health inspection scores to increase by about 5% (0.4

standard deviation in hygiene score) and the number of foodborne-illness hospitalizations to fall

by 20%. Restaurants that achieved high scores also experienced modest revenue gains when
22These figures are receipts for establishments recorded under NAICS industry code 81111 for automotive

mechanical, electrical repair, and maintenance, and does not include autobody, car wash, and other peripheral

service-providing establishments.
23Establishments that wish to improve their scores can request follow-up inspections, which are conducted

within 10 days. A second unannounced inspection would also occur within 60 days.
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outcomes were posted publicly.

Such a policy applied to auto repair establishments in, for example, Connecticut may pay

for itself. The Economic Census shows that $607 million in auto repairs were conducted in the

state in 2002, of which a substantial fraction may represent waste. If all 1,230 licensed auto

repair establishments in Connecticut were tested by undercover inspectors four times per year,

and each inspection costs $1,000,24 the annual cost of this policy, at $4.9 million, would be one

to two orders of magnitude smaller than the potential gains.25

Diagnoses-only inspection providers, who would reduce agency problems by eliminating in-

centives to recommend too much service, is another institution that may limit inefficiencies.26 An

action that may limit neglect, and one that is advocated by the APA, is for customers to present

inspection checklists of car systems to mechanics in order to assure that common problems are

not overlooked. These checklists could be obtained from manufacturers or consumer-advocacy

groups like the APA.

Overcharging, which occurs when car owners are billed for parts and labor that were not

provided, is a direct customer-to-mechanic transfer, and is a concern when equity and distri-

bution issues are present. Evidence on these distributional issues provides mixed conclusions.

Anecdotal evidence, through my discussions with mechanics, suggests that car owners who can

least afford repairs - women, elderly, and those that appear relatively uneducated - pay the

highest prices. Similarly, Ayres and Siegelman (1995) show that minority customers pay higher

prices when buying new cars. Goldberg (1996) and Scott Morton, Silva-Risso, and Zettelmeyer

(2003), however, show that race and gender have little effect on the prices these individuals pay

for cars.27

24Each undercover inspection in my experiment cost about $300 accounting for the cost of my time, vehicle

depreciation, diagnoses charges, and other costs.
25The budget of the Regulation of Trade Practices division of Connecticut’s Department of Consumer Protection

was $2.7 million in the 2004-2005 budget year, suggesting a substantial increase in regulation expenditures might

be required. It should be noted, however, that this endeavor need not be implemented by a public entity.
26Though rare, businesses that provide these services are appearing. For example, the Canadian business,

Priority Plus Inspection Centres, describes its service this way: “We offer professional, unbiased vehicle inspections

designed to give you peace of mind and save you money. We are your inspection specialists only and do not perform

any repair or maintenance services. We will not even recommend a repair facility that does. This is important as

it ensures you receive totally unbiased vehicle inspections. We have nothing to gain from failed inspections - but

you certainly do.” (http://www.safecar.ca/index.htm [October 20, 2005])
27Measuring differences in auto repair treatment between customers of different genders, and possible causes
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Appendix A: Field experiment script

Calling for appointment

The appointment is scheduled without assignment to treatment or control groups. Calling for

an appointment allows me to ask when the first available appointment is, providing a measure

of garage busyness.

Hi, I’m wondering if I can arrange a time when I can bring in my car for service?

We bought the car recently and it hasn’t started a few times - an you check that

out? We also want to get a thorough inspection to see if any other work needs to be

done.

When’s the soonest I can bring it in?

If asked to keep the car overnight

My wife needs the car in the evenings. Can I just bring it in on a day when you’ll

have time to look at it? I can drop it off early.

Script for control group

Reputation is not important and I represent one-time business.

My wife and I are moving to Chicago in two weeks and we’re taking the car with

us - we just wanted to have some things looked at before the trip. I scheduled an

appointment for this morning.

We bought the car recently and we should have had it looked at before we bought

it, but we didn’t. It hasn’t started a few times - can you check that out? We’d also

like a thorough inspection to let us know if any other work needs to be done.

Will you give me a call to let me know how things are going? Roughly how long do

you think that’ll take?

Chicago is 864 miles from New Haven, making a pre-trip visit a reasonable precaution. If asked

for an address, say,
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Our new address in Chicago is 203 Water street. We’re staying with friends down

the street for now, on [a local street].

A nearby address makes it natural that I’m visiting that particular garage. The given address

is always within walking distance - less than 0.7 miles away - and represents a real home. The

address corresponds to an apartment in a sociodemographic area the researcher might plausibly

live in.

Script for treatment group visits

Reputation is important and I represent the distinct possibility of repeat business.

I’m moving in just down the street so I figured I’d come check out guys out. I

scheduled an appointment for this morning.

My wife and I are taking a trip to Montreal in two weeks - and we’re taking the car

with us. We just wanted to have some things looked at before the trip.

We bought the car recently and we should have had it looked at before we bought

it, but we didn’t. It hasn’t started a few times - can you check that out? We’d also

like a thorough inspection to let us know if any other work needs to be done.

I’m going to run home for a few minutes. Will you give me a call to let me know

how things are going? Roughly how long do you think that’ll take?

Montreal is 754 miles drive from New Haven round trip, making a pre-trip visit a reasonable

precaution.

If asked about the car’s service history

We haven’t had anything done since we got the car a couple of months ago. Just an

oil change.

If asked about the timing belt

I’m not sure - I don’t know much about it.

If asked whether the previous owner could be contacted about the car’s service history
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It’s someone my dad knew. It’d be hard to contact him - we really don’t know him.

Declining service

If work is recommended, obtain a written estimate. If recommendations are ambiguous, say,

What work do you think we should do?

Either way, decline service by saying

Let me talk to my wife - she drives the car most of the time.

If garage calls and asks for permission to make repairs

Let me ask my wife - she’s the one who drives the car most of the time. I’ll call you

back.

Then return to garage, and say,

I couldn’t get a hold of her. Let me talk to her tonight, and have her be in touch

about what she wants to do.
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Appendix B: Group sequential design power calculations

To determine the sample size for the group sequential design, the fixed sample size must first

be calculated. This sample size is then increased by an inflation factor that depends on the

number of interim analysis, and a group sequential design parameter, to maintain the desired

type I and type II error probabilities. Let δ be the target treatment effect, and δ2

(σ2
C+σ2

T )
be

its standardized form, where σC and σT are the standard deviations of quantities of interest

(for example, inspection cost) in the control and treatment groups. The fixed sample size per

treatment arm, n, required to test the null hypothesis that reputation does not affect mechanic

behavior against the alternative that reputation leads to lower prices or less abuse at significance

level α and power 1− β at the inverse of the standardized target treatment effect size, (σ2
C+σ2

T )

δ2 ,

is,

n = (zα + zβ)2
(σ2

C + σ2
T )

δ2

where zα and zβ are standard normal critical values for the given significance level and power.

The standardized target treatment effect is set at 0.82, the reputation effect on inspection costs

estimated from APA data. Setting α = 0.05 and power 1 − β = 0.9 gives a fixed sample size

of 24 observations per treatment arm. This test also has the ability to detect reputation effects

through repair costs, abuse rates, and inspection thoroughness at the same significance level and

power for the comparably-sized standardized effect.

Group sequential sample design allows data collection to stop early if interim estimates of

the treatment effect are sufficiently small or large. If the interim estimate is sufficiently small,

the trial stops and the null hypothesis is accepted. If the interim estimate is sufficiently large,

the trial stops and the null hypothesis is rejected. I chose to collect data in 5 groups in order

to conduct interim analysis on the standardized average treatment effect for inspection costs at

the end of each group. I set the group sequential design parameter to be ∆ = 0.0. Using tables

provided in Jennison and Turnbull (2000), these quantities show that the maximum sample size

should be inflated to 26 pairs of observations (one for each pair for each treatment arm) to

maintain the desired significance level and power of the test. If the null hypothesis has not been

rejected after 5, 10, 15, and 20 pairs of data have been collected, a final 6 pairs are collected,

and final judgement about the null hypothesis occurs then.
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Table 1: Characteristics of APA-Visited Garages: Local Versus Nonlocal Visits

2001 2002 2003

Total Local Nonlocal Total Local Nonlocal Total Local Nonlocal

Total 37 22 0 35 22 3 51 29 15

Chains 12 6 0 15 10 2 23 13 10

Franchises 21 14 0 13 7 1 23 15 4

Independents 2 1 0 6 4 0 4 1 0

Dealers 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1

Montreal 13 9 0 16 11 0 13 13 0

Toronto 16 11 0 11 11 0 16 14 0

Calgary 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 2 5

Vancouver 8 2 0 8 0 3 12 0 10

Plate Match 16 5 0 11 5 0 29 27 0

Note: The table above shows the number of times garages with each of the listed characteristics were visited by

APA undercover researchers for the organization’s 3 years of investigations. The data are also split out by whether

the APA researcher provided local or non-local addresses. Plate Match takes a value of 1 when the province of

the test vehicle’s license plate corresponds to the province of the home address. The sum of local and non-local

can be less than the total number of visits because addresses on receipts were sometimes illegible.
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Table 2: Abuse and Defect-Correction Rates For APA Visits

2001

n Fix Abuse Major Abuse

Chains 12 67% 25% 17%

Franchises 21 90% 43% 24%

Independents 3 100% 33% 0%

Franchised Dealers 1 100% 0% 0%

All 37 84% 35% 19%

2002

n Fix Abuse Major Abuse

Chains 15 93% 40% 0%

Franchises 13 100% 38% 23%

Independents 6 100% 0% 0%

Franchised Dealers 1 100% 0% 0%

All 35 97% 31% 20%

2003

n Fix Abuse Major Abuse

Chains 23 78% 52% 35%

Franchises 23 83% 30% 17%

Independents 4 75% 75% 75%

Franchised Dealers 1 100% 0% 0%

All 51 80% 45% 29%

Note: The table above presents abuse, major abuse, and defect-correction (Fix) rates that occurred

during APA visits in their 3 years of investigations. Abuse indicates clear cases of overtreatment

or charging for parts and labor that were not provided. Major abuse is indicated if this amount

exceeded $100. Defect-correction occurred if the prearranged defect was corrected.
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Table 3: Characteristics of Garages in Field Experiment

Total Nonlocal Local

Total 40 20 20

Busyness 1.8 2.0 1.7

Gas Station 10 4 6

ASE-Certified 17 8 9

Manuf. Assoc. 13 8 5

Bays in Use 2.6 2.8 2.4

Drop-Off Time 10:52 AM 11:10 AM 10:35 AM

City 1 14 7 7

City 2 10 6 4

City 3 7 4 3

City 4 9 3 6

Note: The table above provide descriptive characteristics of the garage visits in the field experiment.

The characteristics are split out by for visits in which I presented myself as repeat business (Local)

and one-time business (Nonlocal). Busyness is the number of days wait until the first available

appointment. Manuf. Assoc. indicates that the garage has displayed an AC Delco or NAPA sign.

Bays in Use indicates the number of garage bays in which cars are being received, and reflects

garage size. ASE-Certified indicates that the garage had displayed a sign indicating it employed

ASE-certified mechanics. Drop-Off Time indicates the time the test vehicle was brought to the

garage. Cities 1 through 4 indicate the cities in which these garages were located.
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Table 4: Correlations of Garages’ Characteristics in Field Experiment

Busyness Gas Station ASE-Certified Manuf. Assoc. Bays in Use

Busyness 1.00

Gas Station 0.22 1.00

ASE-Certified 0.18 -0.03 1.00

Manuf. Assoc. 0.17 0.09 0.16 1.00

Bays in Use 0.04 0.00 -0.01 -0.04 1.00

Note: The table above is a correlation matrix of descriptive characteristics for garages visited during the field

experiment. Busyness is the number of days wait until the first available appointment. Manuf. Assoc. indicates

that the garage has displayed an AC Delco or NAPA sign. Bays in Use indicates the number of garage bays in

which cars are being received, and reflects garage size. ASE-Certified indicates that the garage had displayed a

sign indicating it employed ASE-certified mechanics.
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Table 5: Defects Documented During Pre-Trail Design

APA Mechanic 1 APA Mechanic 2 Repair

Low coolant X X Yes

Blown taillight X X Yes

Worn/misfit plug wires X Yes

Exhaust pipe leak X Yes

Rusted muffler X X Maybe

Weak alternator X X Maybe

Timing belt service X X Maybe

Worn shocks X Maybe

Oil leaks X Maybe

Right front brake rattle X Maybe

Note: Two APA mechanics provided separate inspections of the test vehicle to document its condi-

tion during experimental design. The table above lists the defects discovered by each APA mechanics,

and their judgments about the urgency of repairing them. Yes indicates that defect-correction is

urgent. Maybe indicates that defect-correction is a reasonable action, but that repairs could wait.

These evaluations provide a baseline of comparison for the diagnoses and repair recommendations

made by mechanics that were subjects in the experiment.
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Table 6: Defects Discovered During Field Experiment Visits

Total Nonlocal Local

Discover Repair Discover Repair Discover Repair

Loose battery cable 27 – 14 – 13 –

Low coolant 11 – 6 – 5 –

Blown taillight 5 – 3 – 2 –

Worn/misfit plug wires 9 5 4 1 5 4

Exhaust pipe leak 6 3 2 1 4 2

Rusted muffler 16 6 8 4 8 2

Weak alternator 8 3 2 1 5 2

Timing belt service 21 9 10 4 11 5

Worn shocks 1 0 0 0 1 0

Oil leaks 2 0 0 0 2 0

Right front brake rattle 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 63 26 26 11 36 15

Note: The table above lists the number of times each defect was discovered by mechanics during the 40 garage

visits conducted for the field experiment (Discover). It also lists the number of times mechanics recommended

repairing the defects (Repair). Repair can be less than Discover since mechanics often recommended postponing

repairs. Local indicates that I presented myself as possible repeat business. Nonlocal indicates that I presented

myself as one-time business. Repair is omitted for the loose battery cable, low coolant, and blown taillight because

these defects were always corrected when discovered.
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Table 7: Unnecessary Repairs Recommended During Field Experiment Visits

Unnecessary Repairs Total Nonlocal Local

Starter 7 4 3

Battery 3 1 2

Radiator hoses 4 2 2

Thermostat 2 1 1

Battery cable 1 0 1

Fuel injection cleaning 1 1 0

Water pump 2 2 0

Ground alternator 1 0 1

Total 21 11 10

Note: The table above shows the number of times each of 8 unnecessary repairs were recommended

during the 40 garage visits in my field experiment. Repairs are deemed unnecessary if APA mechanics

considered the conditions of these parts to be good. Local indicates that I presented myself as

possible repeat business. Nonlocal indicates that I presented myself as one-time business.
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Table 8: Predictors of Repairs and Abuse For Field Experiment Visits

(1) (2) (3)

Repairs Repairs Abuse

Local -0.088 0.243 0.033

(-0.50) (1.02) (0.17)

ASE -0.384 -0.053 -0.096

(-2.26) (-0.22) (-0.49)

Local*ASE -0.561 -0.306

(-1.95) (-1.15)

Time of Day -0.110 -0.150 -0.103

(-1.81) (-2.16) (-1.89)

Bays in Use 0.076 0.133 0.082

(1.01) (1.56) (1.17)

Busyness -0.026 -0.004 0.018

(-0.63) (-0.10) (0.57)

N 40 40 40

Pseudo R-squared 0.18 0.27 0.16

Predicted Prob. at X-bar 0.40 0.37 0.25

Note: The table above contains the estimated marginal effects of each of the listed explanatory

variables on the probability of repairs being recommended, in regressions (1) and (2), and the

probability that abuse occurred, in regression (3). Z-values are reported in parentheses. Local

indicates that I presented myself as possible repeat business. ASE indicates that the garage displayed

an ASE sign. Local*ASE is the interaction of these two variables. Time of Day is the time I brought

the car to the garage. Bays in Use is my measure of garage size. Busyness is number of days until

the first available appointment.
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Figure 1: Outcomes of APA Visits in Chronological Order

Note: The figures above contain inspections costs, repair costs, and indicators for abuse for APA visits in all

investigation years. These outcomes are listed in chronological order. The dark shaded background areas indicate

visits in which the undercover APA researcher provided a local address. The unshaded background areas indicates

that the researcher gave an out-of-province address. The lightly shaded background areas indicate that the address

is unknown.
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Figure 2: Outcomes of Field Experiment Visits in Chronological Order

Note: The figures above contain inspections costs, number of defects found, and repair costs for the 40 garage

visits in the field experiment. These outcomes are presented in chronological order. The dark shaded background

areas indicate visits in which I presented myself as possible repeat business. The unshaded background areas

indicates visits in which I presented myself as one-time business.
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